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#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$ 
$#  Prologue  #$ 
#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$ 

* - The hazy image of a skull appears in outer space, drawing out four shining 
    crystals from nearby planets. One bursts out of the ground, the second comes 
    from the sands of a desert, the third rises out of a volcano, and the last 
    emerges from the depths of an ocean. 

    Light emanates from the skull as the crystals arrive before it, and each one 
    releases a humanoid "Dark Force Bomber" associated with the climate of its 
    planet. The light ripples, prompting them to nod and take their leave. 

    The skull disappears, its place being taken by the image of a man named 
    "Burglar", who signals for the Bombers to return to their planets. 
    Bomberman sees one of them from his small spaceship, and pursues it. 

#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$# 
$#  Planet Forest  #$ 
#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$# 

* - In 1-4, the Earth Bomber makes his entrance on a rabbit named "Teebo". 

Earth     :{1} See? I can crack the earth! Fear my power, Bomberman! 
           {2} Why was I beaten so badly?! 

* - In 1-5, he summons a walking tree. 

Earth     :{1} You've run out of luck! Let's go, Torento! 
           {2} This can't be! 

* - Upon Bomberman's victory, the crystals that he collected throughout the 



    planet form a single crystal that encases the Dark Force Bomber. 

#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$# 
$#  Planet Wind  #$ 
#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$# 

* - In 2-4, the Cyclone Bomber makes her entrance in the Launcher Armor. 

Cyclone   :{1} Cyclone power! 
           {2} You'll be sorry! 

* - In 2-5, she summons a humanoid robot. 

Cyclone   :{1} Ha! I'm not done yet! Let's go, Bassari! 
           {2} This isn't happening...! 

#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$# 
$#  Planet Fire  #$ 
#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$# 

* - In 3-4, the Fire Bomber makes his entrance on a cat named "Nyanjiro". 

Fire      :{1} Hahahahaha! You're gonna get burned, Bomberman! 
           {2} You're gonna fry, now! 

* - In 3-5, he summons three living boulders, whose faces appear happy, 
    sad, and angry. 

Fire      :{1} My fire isn't out yet! Let's go, Gangoron! 
           {2} It hurts! 

#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$ 
$#  Planet Ocean  #$ 
#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$ 

* - In 4-4, the Aqua Bomber makes his entrance on a dolphin named "Rick". 

Aqua      :{1} Heeheeheeheehee! You'll never defeat me, Bomberman! 
           {2} Ow! 

* - In 4-5, he summons a squid-like robot. 

Aqua      :{1} Haha! Can you withstand my power? Let's go, Ika-ringer! 
           {2} Ahhh! 

#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$ 
$#  Planet Black  #$ 
#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$ 

* - As the last of the Bombers is defeated, the planet between theirs is sucked 
    into a black hole, in front of which the skull appears. 

    In 5-4, Burglar makes his entrance on the vehicle called "Rock-On-Armor". 

Burglar   :{1} Well done, Bomberman. Welcome to my world. 
           {2} You can't defeat me. 



* - In 5-5, he summons a four-legged robot named "God-header". Upon its defeat, 
    a humanoid robot with the same head appears from a black hole in the floor. 

Burglar   :{1} The dark power is invincible. Give up, Bomberman. 
           {2} The dark power will never die. I shall return! 

#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$ 
$#  Epilogue  #$ 
#$#$#$#$#$#$#$#$ 

* - Bomberman boards his spaceship and escapes from the black hole just as it 
    begins to fill with light. He travels to Planet Bomber, where a crowd of 
    people meet him, and give him a bouquet as they throw confetti. 

    At the credits' end, the Dark Force Bombers are seen exiting the black hole. 
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